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Abstract—Software development, particularly of complex scientific applications, requires a detailed understanding of the
problem(s) to be solved and an ability to translate this understanding into the generic constructs of a programming language.
We believe that such knowledge – information about a code’s
“building blocks”, especially the low-level functions and procedures in which domain-specific tasks are implemented – can
be very effectively leveraged to optimise code execution across
platforms and operating systems. However, all too often such
knowledge gets lost during the development process, which can
bury the scientist’s understanding in the code in a manner that
makes it difficult to recover or extract later on. In this paper, we
describe our work in the EPSRC-funded libHPC project to build
a framework that captures and utilises this information to achieve
optimised performance in dynamic, heterogeneous networked
execution environments. The aim of the framework is to allow
scientists to work in high-level scripting environments based on
component libraries to provide descriptions of applications which
can then be mapped to optimal execution configurations based
on available resources. A key element in our approach is the
use of “co-ordination forms” – or functional paradigms – for
creating optimised execution plans from components. Our main
exemplar application is an advanced finite element framework,
Nektar++, and we detail ongoing work to undertake profiling and
performance analysis to extract software metadata and derive
optimal execution configurations, to target resources based on
their hardware metadata.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software development, particularly of complex scientific
applications, requires a detailed understanding of advanced
technical problems and an ability to translate this information into the generic constructs provided by a programming
language. In undertaking this implementation process, the
scientist’s knowledge is encapsulated within the code in a
manner that makes it extremely challenging for others to
extract or extend at a later date. While the code may still
continue to run as the original developer intended, the lack of
any information about how the software is built and operates
can make subsequent maintenance of the application very
challenging.
This is likely to have a serious impact on its long term
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sustainability as other software or systems change around
it. In modern heterogeneous and distributed processing environments, loss of domain knowledge within code during the
software development process can cause further challenges. Information about code implementation/operation and the ability
to use this information to configure software inputs, modify the
operation of the software or tailor compute platform selection
to the code can play a major role in optimising performance.
Large-scale computing facilities present opportunities to
scale applications across much larger numbers of resources to
achieve faster processing, more detailed results or to handle
larger quantities of data. With the emergence of cloud computing infrastructure services and ever increasing network bandwidth that make accessing remote resources more practical,
these large facilities are increasingly likely to be remote and
owned by a third-party. We suggest that efficiently targeting
code to such systems, which may change frequently, can to
some extent be automated with the availability of sufficient
metadata. We further believe that the long term use and further
development of such software can be aided by preserving
explicit information about how software is structured and
the thinking behind specific implementation approaches and
choices.
Efficiently parallelising code to make use of distributed
or multi-core platforms can be complex and solutions may
only work optimally on the platform(s) that they have been
developed for. If end users can avoid the need to handle such
low level issues, there is the potential to simplify things for
them while also allowing more efficient, automated selection
and configuration of resources. A key element in our approach
is the use of “co-ordination forms” – or functional paradigms
– for creating optimised execution plans from components.
These operators provide a high-level application description
language that is formed of both domain-specific constructs
tailored to specific scientific fields and more generic functional
operators. They offer a rich array of options for specifying
application semantics.
Work is being undertaken as part of the libHPC project,

a 2-year UK EPSRC-funded research project. The project
team consists of two groups of researchers at Imperial College
London – computer scientists with experience in developing
and working with computational Grid middleware, software
components and cloud computing technologies, and domain
scientists with high-order finite element method expertise and
experience of applying these techniques across a range of
scientific domains. Support to ensure the long-term sustainability and applicability of the project outputs is being provided
by the Software Sustainability Institute at the University of
Edinburgh [1]. The project also has an element of commercial
development support to assist in producing a demonstrator.
In this paper, we describe the work that led to the libHPC
approach and discuss how it can support the optimised execution of software across a range of computational platforms. We
also show how componentised elements of software can be reused alongside different applications within a specific domain.
We then describe ongoing work with our main exemplar
application, Nektar++ [2], [3], to develop a finite element preprocessing library that can use hardware metadata to optimise
the structure of the discrete matrix systems corresponding to
a given finite element mesh.

BiConjugate Gradient, and for each of these algorithms, implementations may be available that are optimised to specific
hardware, e.g. an MPI parallel implementation optimised for
use on a cluster with low-latency interconnects and a multicore x86 64 implementation optimised for local execution on
a 64-bit multi-core x86-based CPU.

II. BACKGROUND

In addition to using metadata to maintain information about
software and hardware platforms, we are also working to
simplify the way that end users define their applications or
tasks. Rather than having to write low-level code or scripts,
a higher-level means of application description would enable
scientists/researchers and other end users to describe in more
simple terms what they want to achieve and lower the barrier
to entry for accessing complex modern computational infrastructure. A key element of this is the concept of coordination
forms as described by Darlington et al. [14] which provide
a mathematical approach to describing high-level application
constructs. In our work, we intend to process these descriptions
into a set of suitable software components and ultimately select
concrete component instances that are most appropriate for the
available computational resources. The aim is to enable end
users to specify application functionality in a simpler manner
while still obtaining acceptable performance that leverages
tested and optimised software components.

Software components, if sufficiently fine-grained, present
the possibility of building applications from a group of code
blocks that each provide some element of the end functionality.
In modern service-oriented architectures [4] this approach is
common and workflow management systems such as Taverna [5], [6], [7] and Triana [8], [9] provide the ability to specify and orchestrate dataflow around a system of services which
may be remotely located. Remote services are generally static
with an instance anchored at a known fixed location. Metadata
(for example, Web Services Description Language [10] in the
case of Web Services) defines the interface to these services
and the format of data required to communicate with them.
The Imperial College e-Science Networked Infrastructure
(ICENI) [11], [12] took a slightly different approach, allowing
applications to be built from abstract software components
that, rather than being live, deployed instances of some service,
are simply high-level metadata descriptions. The component
model described in [13] defines separate metadata for a
component’s interface, meaning and behaviour allowing much
more knowledge to be captured than in a traditional interface
definition. Middleware services then selected suitable execution resources and concrete component instances, deploying
the components, potentially on different nodes in different
physical locations, and setting up communication paths between them to enable application execution to take place.
An abstract component description provides enough information about a component’s capabilities without representing
a specific concrete instance of the component. A hierarchical
component tree contains the most abstract component definition at its root and concrete component implementations
as its leaf nodes. A linear solver component, for example
may be realisable using different algorithms, e.g. Jacobi or

In theory, this approach offers the possibility of automating
the building of custom applications, on-the-fly. In reality, a
full component ecosystem with sufficiently large numbers of
fine-grained components would be likely to take some time to
emerge and mature, and components would initially be much
more coarse-grained, even to the point of a component being
a complete application. This was considered to be one of the
problems preventing wider adoption of the ICENI framework.
In the libHPC project, we are aiming to take advantage of
component hierarchies and metadata to enable selection of
suitable resources from those available shortly before runtime,
but we also recognise that “components” may be complete
applications or significant elements of applications that can
be augmented with additional functionality to optimise specific
runtime processes.

The main exemplar application for the initial phase of
work carried out as part of libHPC is Nektar++, a highorder finite element framework under ongoing development
by teams at University of Utah and Imperial College London.
The software is open source and provides algorithms for highorder spectral/hp methods. Nektar++ is written in C++ and is
ideal for this work because it consists of a number of software
components providing different methods and capabilities, enabling processing of a wide range of inputs. Nektar++ can
run serially or in parallel and takes an XML-based input file
providing comprehensive metadata describing the problem to
be solved. This is ideal since it provides sufficient information
to make choices about the optimal hardware platform for a
given run of the application. It also provides a good base to
convert a high-level application description to.

III. T HE LIB HPC FRAMEWORK
The libHPC framework consists of a number of interacting
services that handle the process of taking an end-user’s highlevel description of the task that they want to carry out on their
data and undertaking this task in an optimal manner. A number
of intermediate steps are carried out in order for the job to
be processed and run. These include converting the user’s
high-level description into a group of one or more concrete
processing tasks and selecting suitable hardware from a pool
of available resources. Examples of additional steps that may
be carried out include the dynamic addition of optimisation
libraries to the base code or pre-processing input files based
on data semantics.
The multi-layered abstractions that libHPC proposes ensure
that low-level implementation details need not be specified in
a job description. This, in turn, helps to ensure that application
descriptions are not tied to specific hardware features or library
implementations that may change or become unavailable over
time. Note that it is the application description that is generic.
When this description is mapped into a concrete execution
plan, it will use native code that will execute on selected
hardware, however, each execution may result in selection of
different code and/or hardware. The high-level application,
which represents the end-user’s view, is ensured long-term
sustainability since as underlying hardware changes or new
features become available, new software implementations can
be made available and advertised using their metadata to
provide the functionality required by the high-level application
description.
We recognise that the complete vision set out by libHPC
is complex and will take time to develop. While initial
implementation work is underway, the libHPC framework is
continuing to evolve and we expect ongoing developments to
the framework design and structure as further application types
from different domains are investigated.
The main functions and services of the libHPC framework
are described below. Not all jobs are required to use all
elements of the framework. For example, a developer with
coding knowledge may prefer to specify their job through
a lower-level scripting approach rather than writing a more
abstract coordination forms-based description of their job.
•

•

•

Coordination Forms/DSL Pre-processor: This service
takes a high-level application description based on a combination of domain-specific constructs and more generic
control and data flow structures. This description is
converted into an intermediate job process definition that
describes a set of component types and how they are
connected. Later in the process, this information will
be further concretised by specifying actual component
instances and the resources they will execute on.
Metadata repositories: Hardware and software metadata
repositories provide information about hardware resource
specification and software capabilities.
Job Mapper Service: This service is responsible for resolving application requirements against metadata about

•

•

•

available hardware and software. The mapping process
converts an abstract application description into a concrete plan of how the application will be run. This
includes the actual software service(s) that will be used
and the hardware that will be used to run the service(s).
Job Deployment Service: The deployment service is
responsible for provisioning resources with the required
software before a job can be run, and for managing the
running of jobs. The mapper will provide details of the
resources and software to be used, the deployment service
then needs to ensure that the required software is present
on the hardware resources and if not, it needs to be moved
onto the resources and configured before the job can be
run.
Node Service: Every hardware resource that is part of
a libHPC framework deployment runs an instance of the
node service. This service manages resource metadata and
regularly synchronises its status to a metadata repository.
The node service is also responsible for handling the
running of jobs on the local resource.
Node Manager Service: The node manager service manages a pool of nodes. These may be statically deployed
nodes at a given location or they may be dynamically
provisioned cloud nodes. In the case of cloud nodes, the
service is responsible for starting and stopping the nodes
and may advertise resource metadata for cloud resources
that do not yet exist and are provisioned when required.

A. Metadata
Metadata is at the core of libHPC. We focus on two types of
metadata. Hardware metadata describing processing resources
and other computational hardware and software metadata
focussing on software applications, libraries or components.
The focus of these two different types of metadata differs in
that hardware metadata aims to provide a live view of the
status of resources at the current time while software metadata
focuses on the preservation of historic information that would
otherwise be lost.
B. Software
Software metadata aims to preserve as much of a developer’s original design intentions as possible. In addition,
general software specification information and hardware requirements are also provided. Representation of this metadata
can be a challenge. Some of the data must be available in
a machine readable format to allow operation of services
that select software and match it to suitable hardware. Other
information may be targeted at individuals tasked with updating and maintaining software and may be represented in
a human readable, free-form format. The key is to support
long-term sustainability and usability of software by storing
necessary information to ensure it can be effectively used and
maintained.
C. Hardware
Hardware metadata differs from software metadata in that it
presents a current picture of the fabric of available hardware

resources, their specifications and their current load. While
some of this data will be static, such as that defining the
specification of resources, the current state of a resource
including its available memory, CPU cores, available storage, number of running processes, etc. changes frequently
and needs to be regularly published to a hardware metadata
repository or obtained directly from the resource. In the case of
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platforms, where resources
may not actually be available until they’re requested from the
cloud platform, metadata can be stored in a repository and
a node manager service handles the starting of the resources
when they are required.
IV. L IB FEM PP - A F INITE E LEMENT M ETHOD
P RE -P ROCESSOR COMPONENT
In addition to the main elements of the libHPC framework,
there is scope to develop various domain-specific components
to support and optimise the running of applications. Working
with the Nektar++ finite element framework, the first of these
components to be developed is libFEMpp. This component
takes the form of a support library that can be linked against
Nektar++ and uses hardware metadata to optimise matrixvector multiplication routines for the chosen processing platform, combined with optimisations which can be made based
on the connectivity information of a finite element mesh.
Given a finite-element problem represented as a mesh of
disjoint elements in two or three dimensions, one generally
constructs matrices which represent key mathematical operations locally on each element. Where elements are connected,
degrees of freedom are duplicated along faces, edges and
vertices according to the connectivity of the mesh. How this
duplication is removed leads to a rich structure of operator
evaluation strategies; generally one may choose to construct
a large sparse matrix representing the global matrix for
the entire mesh, or alternatively perform element-by-element
matrix multiplications and reconstruct the global solution
through a mapping. The chosen approach depends on various
properties, including the underlying hardware (for example,
CPU architecture, cache size and clock speed).
The aim of libFEMpp is to take a hybrid approach which
combines aspects of both evaluation strategies to improve
performance. To achieve this, elements are grouped into
patches which are then coalesced, removing duplicate degrees
of freedom inside each patch. The main purpose of libFEMpp
is to automate the choice of the number of groups dependent
upon the hardware characteristics of the platform. In particular,
we target coalesced matrix sizes to be as close to possible
to a given cache size. A number of benchmarking tests have
been undertaken on different hardware to see how performance
changes when working with matrices of different sizes or
structures and this information is used to allow libFEMpp to
create the most appropriate patches for optimal performance
on a particular hardware platform.
Development of libFEMpp is ongoing. The library is written
in C with a C++ wrapper and its functionality is portable to

other finite element and mesh-oriented codes, in addition to
Nektar++.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described on-going work in creating
a framework for enabling domain-developers to express design
intentions in a way that can be used to improve both application performance and response to user requirements. On the
basis of our experience thus far, we would like to propose
that this kind of framework offers a particularly promising
approach to optimising performance against user requirements
in “pay-as-you-go” Cloud environments which are becoming
increasingly a part of research computing. To illustrate this
idea, we have described current work to build a finite element
support library and we are continuing to to build the various
elements of the framework with the aim of producing an endto-end demonstrator.
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